iLabs Kiosk Software

iLabs kiosk software interface will be employed by PINMRF to replace the paper log sheets. Instead of writing your time used and your account number by hand you will log in to the kiosk software, using your Purdue or iLabs credentials, before you start using a spectrometer and log out from the kiosk after you finish. The kiosk software will capture the time you used the spectrometer and the account number you wish to bill the time to.

The URL for the kiosk for PINMRF labs is:

https://purdue.ilabsolutions.com/service_centers/4067/equipment_kiosk/dashboard

This address is set as the home page for the browser (Firefox) on the computers we are putting into the labs as dedicated kiosks. These computers and their locations are listed below.

Personal smart devices may be used to access the kiosk software in all PINMRF labs except for B055 DRUG (which has no wi-fi).

Your desktop or laptop computer may be used to access the kiosk software immediately prior to traveling to the spectrometer. Note that this procedure is practical only when you are using a less-busy spectrometer.

PINMRF Labs Kiosk Availability

365-7-9 WTHR
Dedicated Kiosk in 365 (Linux computer “Freedom”) by Inova300-1.
Dedicated Kiosk in 369 (Macintosh computer “Jupiter”) on ARX400 desk.

LB124 BRWN
No kiosk. May use the AV800 host computer (after its upcoming upgrade) if it is available.

G43 RPH
Dedicated Kiosk (Linux computer “Atlantis”) on counter by printer.

B055 DRUG
No kiosk. Use the AV500 host computer.

It is our intention that the dedicated kiosk computers will have their default user logged in continuously. However, if that user gets logged out, use the following to log back in:

Login: ilabsuser
Password: nmr123

Note that this id and password are for logging in to the kiosk computer, not for the use of the kiosk software (see above).